Surface double phase network modified lithium rich layered oxides with improved rate capability for Li-ion batteries.
Poor rate capability and cycling performance are the major barriers to the application of lithium rich layered oxides (LLOs) as the next generation cathodes materials for lithium-ion batteries. In this paper, a novel surface double phase network modification has been applied to enhance the rate property of Li1.2Co0.13Ni0.13Mn0.54O2 (LR) via flexible electrostatic heterocoagulation and thermal treatment. The template action of multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) network on LR clusters results in the spinel phase network formation at the interface between the LR and MWCNTs. The phase transformation process from layered component toward spinel phase is identified through the detailed investigation of the interface using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, fast Fourier transformation, and the detailed analysis on the transformation of simulated diffraction patterns. The double phases stretch two sets of networks with both fine Li ion and electron conductivity onto and within the clusters of LR, lowering the surface resistance, reducing the electrochemical polarization, and as a result, significantly enhancing the rate capability of LR. The double phase network modification, combining MWCNT coagulation and spinel phase modification, has profound potential in accelerating kinetics for LLOs.